






























































72 EXCAVATIONS AT AIN SHEMS.

south part of the grotto region, Cypriote and JEgea.n pottery of well-defined

types occurred alongside of native Semitic wares, which were found later

on to be best represented in Tomb i of the North-West Necropolis. These
same native wares appeared in the burial stratum in the south part of the

grotto region without any noticeable accompaniment of Cypriote or yEgean
fabrics. On the other hand, the imported wares were found to turn up in

the same baskets with native wares in the middle and north parts of the

Grotto Area. Thus, on the whole, the conclusion seems justifiable that both

kinds belong chronologically together.

Once more the same types of native Semitic wares were present in the

East Grotto and in Tomb i. And in both areas not only did there occur

objects characteristic of the XVIIIth Dynasty in Egypt, but the pottery itself

seemed to betray the stamp of strong Egyptian influence of the same period.

Further, the Cypriote and ^gean pottery of the East Grotto Area emerges
in the same XVIIIth Dynasty context in Egypt itself Thus we have repre-

sented on the spot a co-ordination of foreign evidence which may ultimately

prove of further value when we come to correlate the finds from both areas

with corresponding deposits within the city.

THE BYZANTINE AREA.

We have now to return to the Byzantine Area itself. The excavation

of this was not a case of exploration proper, but of the removal of the

Byzantine debris, with a view to getting down ultimately to the Semitic

levels beneath.

This Byzantine debris, as soon became clear, did not show any stratification

that might be regarded as of significance, from the point of view of the

history of the site. The painted Arabic and other stray pottery at the

surface was succeeded deeper down by a deposit in which Byzantine objects,

other than very poor pottery, were conspicuous by their absence, while

anything Semitic that turned up was of an entirely stray character and

belonged properly to another and earlier context.

It will thus be sufficient to describe the Byzantine building itself, that

emerged in the course of this excavation, without going into the question
of finds on stratification, except by the way.

Excavation on the Byzantine Area was started at the east end, which was




